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DEATH CARDS

ALIAS
INTEL #1
INTEL #2
COORDINATES

BLACK MARKET GIFT CARDS

SPECIALIST CARDS

TARGET INTEL SHEETS

SKULL DIEFATE COIN

SUCCEED! FAIL!

Starred  cards  are  harder!  Leave  them  out  

IN THE BOX



Katsumi Shadow can make 
a potent poison out of roots, 

berries, and cyanide.

Skinny Ramirez  is known in 
some circles as “MacGyver 

of the Trash Fire.”

Emily Whipperdeen’s 
favorite TV  station  

is static.

MEET THE ASSASSINS

Agent John Vice once flew 
a jetpack into an opera. 

He’d do it again, too.

Queeblek B’yyy’s head feels 
sort of like an overripe plum.

Jasu of the Skies rarely 
talks to his brother, Derek 

of the Parking Lots.



You know the Machine – that little black box that’s 
changed the world. Used to be, you never knew 
for sure how you were gonna die ’til the moment 
the reaper showed up. Now, you can prick your 
finger at the Machine, and get one of those 
maddening little cards. CANCER. OLD AGE. 
SHOT. HAPPY ENDING.

 To a normal person, that bit of news 
might be good, bad, or indifferent. In my 
line of work, it definitely complicates 
things. Now, instead of choosing whatever 
method we want to whack someone, we 
gotta defer to those little cards.

 Nobody’s prediction has ever been 
wrong, even if, in some cases, it didn’t 
turn out to mean what we thought it 
did. Take my old pal Bernie. Happy as 
a clam when he pulled OLD AGE. But 
the ink wasn’t even dry on the card 

Ever since the Machine 
was invented, the job of 
an assassin has gotten 

harder.



when a grandma fell asleep at the wheel and mowed him down in a 
crosswalk. OLD AGE did him in, all right. But who could have seen 
that coming?

 Bernie was one of my freelancers. I miss his dumb little face 
sometimes, but quite frankly I’m glad he’s gone. Bernie’s death 
saved our industry. His untimely demise unlocked the door to a 
whole new way of running a murderin’ business. 

 Call me the Chief. You need someone gone? I can make it happen. 
You know their prediction? Even better. A death prediction, I 
came to realize, just gives you a goal to shoot for. And my team 
of experienced professionals can mastermind a plan to make any 
prediction a reality. 

 As I like to tell my employees: it’s all about the execution.

KillBot X9000 replaced the less 
popular MaimBot X8000.

Professor Pligg’s academic rivals 
tend to publish, THEN perish.

Gilly can tell if you 
pee in the pool.



OBJECT

  how  
make  it  happen.

     

  

This  game  works  best  with  2-‐4  players.   If  you  have  more   than  4  
players,  check  out  pages  20-‐21  for  some  other  ways  to  play!

This game is more about storytelling than about beating 
the dice. It relies on you being creative with your plans, 
and honest when evaluating them. Whenever a question 
of logic or judgment comes up, make the choice that 
makes the story most fun.



TARGET

MISSION 

INTEL

TARGET GENERATION

GAME TERMS
       DEATH 
       CARDS

today.

ASSASSINATION PLAN

       BLACK MARKET 
       GIFT CARDS

       SPECIALIST 
       CARDS

ALIAS
INTEL #1
INTEL #2
COORDINATES



ITEM

BUDGET

ACTION

DIFFICULTY

  6-SIDED 
 SKULL DIE

KILL

AFTERMATH



SETTING UP

GIFT CARD GIFT CARD GIFT CARD

DISCARD PILE

BUDGETBUDGET BUDGET

A B

C

D E

F

ALIAS
INTEL #1
INTEL #2
COORDINATES

Tony Needlemayer

 Loves touching masonry

  Afraid of toy snakes

      Grocery store parking lot

BUDGET



DRAW DECKS

G

H

Place one death card face-down

Count out 20 Gift Cards

Target Intel Sheet

As  many  as  

the  ground.  



    GENERATE A TARGET
Who you gonna kill? Let’s find out!



You can also consult our 
fan-created intel RANDOMiZER 
at machineofdeath.net/intel and 
have it create a target for you 
(or add your own for others)!

Collects antique cuckoo clocks

Loves the feel of masonry

Favorite food is lemon meringue pie

Enjoys competitive hang gliding

Severely allergic to newspaper

Irrationally hates ancient Greek statuary

Phobia of toy snakes

Afflicted with chronic migraine headaches

Parking lot of a grocery store

Sleeping on top of a speeding city bus

Crossing the ocean in a hot air balloon

Trapped in a high school locker room

SAMPLE TARGET 
INTEL TABLE

CHOOSE ONE FROM 
EACH CATEGORY TO 

BUILD YOUR TARGET

ALIAS
INTEL #1
INTEL #2
COORDINATES

Tony Needlemayer

  Loves touching masonry

  Afraid of toy snakes

      Grocery store parking lot

the words in 
blue are variables. 

you can always 
replace them with 
different things 

for variety.

CREATE FOUR TARGETS TO 
BUILD YOUR OWN MISSION!

FULL INTEL TABLES ON PAGE 22



    MAKE A PLAN
Turn over the Death Card

must

  how  that  person  will  die.

Flip the Fate Coin

knows

don’t

Draw three Gift Cards

Start planning! 

The death prediction 
is like the coroner’s 

report. it’s how the per-
son dies. it’s not an item 
that you already have at 
your disposal.You gotta 
get the items to create 
a death that matches the 

prediction.



For  example:  

  
  

EXAMPLE
A B

C

ALIAS
INTEL #1
INTEL #2
COORDINATES

Tony Needlemayer

 Loves touching masonry

  Afraid of toy snakes

      Grocery store parking lot

you have to use all three 
gift cards! each plan requires 
three actions. if you think your 
plan is too straightforward to 
need all three, remember: you 
can always do more to prevent 
the target from escaping, or to 
prevent bystanders or the envi-

ronment from interfering.



    MAKE A PLAN : 2

likely  or  unlikely

ASSIGNING DIFFICULTY

couldn’t  

                                                                                                                                   

-‐



EXAMPLE cont’d

  loves  the  feel  of  masonry. obsessed

  
  

use the environment to your 
advantage. You can incorporate 
into your plan anything you can 

logically assume would be in that 
specific place. but you can only 
control the behavior of items 
that you obtain with gift cards.



    ATTEMPT THE KILL
Start the timer.   Let’s  go!!

do
Murder!!

You can’t try for the 
exact same item twice in 

one game! if you couldn’t 
make a motorcycle 

work, why would I give 
you another one? you’d 
have to try for a “dirt 
bike” or a “harley” 

instead!



more EXAMPLE
doesn’t  

SPLASH!!

Oh  no!  The  lightning  only  singed  
Tony!



    EARN BONUS CARDS
Aftermath

 Destroy the evidence

 Confuse the witnesses

 Flee the scene

 Establish an alibi

 Comfort the target’s next of kin

 Cater the target’s wake

not

-‐



DISCARD PILEE

F

USING SPECIALISTS

D

C



should  

They  got  a  bad  van.
Nuts!

back to this EXAMPLE

F

C

SWAPP’D!



When one of the following things happens:

You run out of cards. 

You fail to kill a target before the timer runs out. 

  Just  like  life.

You successfully kill all four targets. 
conquered

THE GAME ENDS

I guess I 
should have seen 

this coming.



GAMEMASTER VARIANT
CHIEF MODE (3-5 players)



ANOTHER GAME TO PLAY
PSYCHOPATH (4-6 players)

homicidal  psychopaths

dangerous



TARGET INTEL TABLES
NAME 1 NAME 2 INTEL 1 INTEL 2

Marcia “the Champ” Loves eating candied squid Allergic to oranges 

Dr. Skye Mistletoe Ostrich groomer Hates kids’ birthday parties

Muttle McMunger Can see through walls Terrified of open spaces

Seymour Lazarus Skeet shooting enthusiast Believes everything he reads

Reza Ishimura Jr. Loves doing laundry One leg is 18 inches shorter

Norwood S. Belldinger Has a steel skull Ages too rapidly

Darus von Igloo Repairs old typewriters Smells like pickled herring

Yoram F. Schwarz Likes bathing in chocolate Thinks aliens are watching

Paulina Loopsheiner Expert at tightrope walking Hates bunny rabbits

Bernice Rasp, D.D.S. Loves drinking vinegar Allergic to sawdust

“Sniggy” Waterpruss Highly attracted to toenails Will only drink filtered milk

Bindo Dinbursky Has magnetic fingertips Afraid of hot air balloons

Rev. Kato Banangaroo Really into riding ziplines Cannot blink

“Wheezy” O’Baumer Loves making paper airplanes Terrified of all kinds of pipes

Rhubarb Wiggler, Ph.D. Wants to be a rodeo star Can’t eat solid foods

Nobo the Gorilla Plays the harp Hates garbage collectors

Minerva Yarborough Idolizes reality TV stars No sense of balance

Josiah Leopold III Olympic pole vaulter Afraid of jellyfish

Chip Dipson Likes to lock self in the closet Hates the feel of hair

Dip Dobson Likes the taste of earwax Cannot sense hot or cold

Select at random, or change the blue text to create your own!



COORDINATES

At a baby shower in Grandma’s backyard

In line at the bank

The bad part of town at night

Trapped in an office elevator

On top of the Eiffel Tower

Adrift on the ocean in a rowboat

Mount Everest base camp

Underground in a stopped subway car

Bicycling on a winding mountain road

Walking the floor of a car factory

Trapped in a crab net in a boxcar

Asleep on a transatlantic flight

Hiding under Mom’s bed

Camping in a remote ice cave

Driving a tank through downtown

In a police holding cell

Lying in a hot tub at a fancy spa

In a capsule at the center of the earth

Strapped into an electric chair in jail

On the moon

Generate your own:
Hobby: a sport / artform or craft / involving 
animals / something competitive / involving 
something mechanical / something most 
people hate doing

Physical trait: a heightened ability / 
particular stature or body type / a prosthetic 
or implant / a learned physical skill

never 

Phobia of: a type of animal / something 
invisible / something absurd / something 
naturally occurring

Allergy to: something environmental / a 
food / an animal / a synthetic substance

 
 

In or at a place: that was built over 100 years 
ago / people have died in / that often has 
many people in it / where there are animals / 
where nothing bad could ever happen  

In or on a vehicle that:  flies / requires 
multiple people to control / only holds one 
person / goes fast / existed 100 years ago

A place that starts with a random letter of 
the alphabet



GAME CREDITS
GAME CONCEPT & DESIGN   David Malki ! 
GAME ARTWORK & LOGOS  Kris Straub

       
    R

               Sean  Casey,  Bryce  Wissel

  

  

  
  

}
}

    Parallel-‐Play.com             Christopher  Kallini



TARGET:

TIM ELLIS

You’ve been sent by the Chief after low-level hood 

Tim Ellis, who’s crossed the wrong people in some 

real estate shenanigans. Should be a walk in the park; 

Ellis is known around town for being easy to startle. 

He rides an electric skateboard, so you follow him on 

your own electric skateboard to a suspicious-looking 

warehouse. After taking a call, Ellis nervously loiters 

outside on the sidewalk, riding his skateboard back 

and forth in front of the warehouse door.

This definitely smells fishy, but it’s none of your 

business. You’re here to whack Ellis and get out. Ellis is 

terrified of needles, but fascinated by butterflies and 

bubbles. Without his skateboard, he is a poor runner.

TARGET:

ALEX T DAVIES

The commotion has alerted someone inside the 

warehouse. Known criminal Alex Twiston-Davies pokes 

his head out and pops off a few shots in your direction. 

Now it’s personal! You give chase as Alex ducks back 

into the warehouse.

The warehouse turns out to be full of big-screen 

televisions. You must have interrupted a heist in 

progress! Alex is in here somewhere, hiding. You 

happen to know that he is an avid baker, and can’t 

resist trying new types of baked goods. He enjoys 

playing the ukulele, but nobody ever asks him to. He is 

also highly allergic to wool—it makes him bleed from 

the nearest orifice.

MISSION: THE GREAT HEIST



TARGET:

ANDREW QUINTON

A sudden sound startles you. Running through the 

warehouse, you find a hole blasted through the floor. You 

descend a ladder and discover a freshly-dug underground 

tunnel. These thieves are after something far bigger 

than televisions! You follow the passage into a concrete 

bunker. From up ahead come a series of sinister clicks.

Rounding the corner, you find that master safecracker 

Andrew Quinton has just managed to open a giant vault. 

With a cackle of glee, he reaches in and pulls out the 

original Magna Carta. “It’s mine!” he cries. “Mine!”

Quinton has unruly hair and loves cashews. He hates 

spiders and elephants, and will vomit at the slightest hint 

of cilantro. You must not destroy the Magna Carta.

TARGET:

BOSS WALSH

Before the dust has even settled, the door bursts open 

and there before you is infamous mob boss Norm Walsh. 

Taking in the carnage, he strides up purposefully and 

snatches the Magna Carta. “This is bigger than you can 

even imagine,” he hisses at you. “When I destroy this, I 

destroy Western civilization! I’ll show you all!” 

Before you can react, he’s turned and disappeared again. 

You race through the door and follow him up several flights 

onto the roof of the warehouse. Walsh already has his 

Zippo out, flickering in the wind. If he burns the document, 

the foundations of our entire society will crumble!

Walsh loves puzzles, but hates crowds. He’s fascinated 

by squirrels and, as a child, wanted to be a traffic cop.

CAN YOU SAVE THE MAGNA CARTA????



TARGET:

SHAUN PEOPLES

Ever wonder why parking is such a hassle in the 

big city? Blame Shaun Peoples. He’s the parking 

commissioner for Urban Planners Worldwide—a 

“nonpartisan advocacy group” that’s really a front for 

an oil conglomerate. The more circling you have to do 

to find a spot (as you’re attempting now, on the street 

outside his office building), the more gas you burn, 

and oil companies rake in the profits.

Shaun is a fast talker and always wears a tie. Find 

him after hours in his penthouse office. Shaun loves 

auto racing (of course) and college football. A former 

military explosives technician, Shaun will be tough to 

scare, but he is in fact deathly afraid of termites. 

TARGET:

RANDY MILLER

You discover in Shaun’s office that Urban Planners 

Worldwide is plotting something even more diabolical 

than the parking plot: refining crude oil into a dietary 

additive to spike world demand. The head scientist of 

this effort is Randy Miller, the only one who knows how 

this could even be accomplished. Miller wants to add 

crude oil to baby formula. He must be stopped at all 

costs.

Miller is scientifically savvy and wears flip-flops. Find 

him in a remote greenhouse high in the mountains. 

When not working, he plays the bluegrass fiddle. Miller 

is highly allergic to apple cider.

MISSION: URBAN PLANNERS WORLDWIDE

CAN YOU SAVE THE MAGNA CARTA?

27



TARGET:

RIBCAGE JILL

Your snooping around the UPW greenhouse has raised 

the attention of some very unpleasant people. UPW 

higher-ups have now dispatched their top assassin, 

Ribcage Jill, to clean up the mess. Your only hope is to 

eliminate Jill before she has a chance to fight. You know 

she’s coming, so you have an element of surprise.

Ribcage Jill is approaching the greenhouse in a high-

tech helicopter. She’s also equipped with a jetpack 

in case she has to bail out. When she’s not working, 

she loves pancakes and swing music, but really hates 

birthday cake. 

TARGET:

COL. WHETSTONE

Finally, it’s time to go to the top of UPW and dispatch 

the man in charge of the whole operation: Colonel 

Chris Dragonovich Whetstone. Whetstone oversees 

UPW business from an orbiting space station outfitted 

with the highest-tech surveillance equipment. While 

the station itself is defenseless, Whetstone wears 

power armor that can sustain him in space for up to 30 

minutes, as well as fire laser blasts.

You are on Earth and must reach the space station. Col. 

Whetstone is a yachting champ and hates bagpipe 

music. He cannot control the station’s flight.

CAN YOU FREE US FROM THE UPW?



TARGET:

TOM QUINN

It is the Old West. You are a simple farmer, but luckily, you 

have access to Black Market Gift Cards from the modern 

era. While your environment and surroundings contain 

only items from the 19th century, your Gift Cards can time 

travel and can get you items from the 21st century.

You arrive home to find your farmhouse burned, your 

livestock slaughtered, and your family missing. Enraged, 

you burst into the ashy ruins of your home to find, sitting 

coolly in a rocking chair waiting for you, Tom Quinn. You 

don’t know if he did this, but he was surely involved. 

Tom likes line dancing and has a weakness for fancy 

pocketwatches. He fancies himself a fighter, but gets 

winded easily. You know that his mother hates him.

TARGET:

SHERIFF NESS

Before he passed, Quinn choked out one name: John 

Ness. Your blood runs cold. Sheriff Ness is the law in 

Belcher’s Gulch, and he’s given you trouble for years. 

The last thing you need is a tangle with him. But as a 

cool rain begins to fall, you know your path is clear. You 

saddle your horse and ride into Belcher’s Gulch.

You find Ness in the saloon, roughing up a few drunks. 

As soon as he sees you, he smirks. “Shoulda sold that 

land while you could,” he spits. “You know there’s a 

price on your fat ol’ head?” This is about to turn ugly.

Ness loves playing chess and hates scorpions. He 

is very pompous and considers himself extremely 

handsome. He is a diabetic.

MISSION: JUSTICE IN THE WEST

CAN YOU FREE US FROM THE UPW?



TARGET:

MALCOLM WALKER

With the sheriff dispatched, the saloon patrons suddenly 

become forthcoming with information. Soon you are 

riding hard into Creeper’s Canyon, where you find a 

good trail and recent tracks. Quinn was known to run 

with a gang of outlaws led by Malcolm Walker, a two-

bit rustler with a sociopathic streak. He lit the match.

As night falls, you find their camp. One by one, the 

outlaws fall asleep, until only Walker is left awake. He 

has your family captive in a wagon. You need to take 

him out, and you need to do it now.

Walker has a low tolerance for alcohol, and gets a 

severe rash when exposed to seafood. When he’s not 

burning down farmhouses, he likes repairing bicycles.

TARGET:

GOV. LOMBARDO

You knew it would come to this eventually. You have 

long rebuffed offers to buy your land from developers of 

the Trans-National Canal Line, an attempt to compete 

with the railroad by digging a continent-wide canal. 

But the governor, the Hon. Jarrod Lombardo, has no 

intention of waiting for peons like you to decide to sell 

before he can start raking in development money for his 

state. He ordered the arson, and was ready to blackmail 

you with your family’s lives. Until you changed the plan.

Kissing your family and urging them to stay safe, you 

ride for the governor’s mansion. Lombardo likes 

experimental cooking and fancy brass gearworks. He 

is severely nearsighted and is terrified of horses.

CAN YOU STOP THE CANAL??????????


